
the Uganecz Flyer

Thank you, family and friends, for continuing to support and pray for us! Despite some
recent political upheaval and rebel activities, we are well. Here are some recent pics from
life over here ...

Above: Look at the joy on the faces of these passengers! I love how this picture reflects
the beauty that God brings and how He transforms our lives. Although many Papuans
identify as "Christian", the church is in need of discipleship and training. It is an honour to
be part of the team providing flights to make discipleship possible.

Left & below: It was a muddy, slippery day in Puldamat! Despite the poor weather, the
cargo was safely delivered. The huge log in the river was a minor obstacle while trying to
leave Etci, but everything went smoothly. Never a dull moment! Both of these flights
carried supplies and passengers to remote areas that rely heavily on air transportation
made possible by MAF flights.

Right: Students from the interior are in the process of
applying for university! It is a rare opportunity for young

adults from interior villages to attend university. The
school's hope would be to see PHLI students return to

Papua as future leaders.
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Above: What a sight! The villagers gather
near the plane to greet passengers, collect
food that has been delivered, and watch the
biggest event of the day: the plane arriving!

Right: This is what spending time as a family
looks like during this season. Tehya and Paeton
are both in BC, enjoying Bible College
programs. Our house feels emptier and we rely
on our family in Canada to be the support that
we cannot be from here. We are thankful for
the texting and video calls that we can make,
and we look forward to having them visit Papua
later this year!

For faithfully giving, 
for praying for our safety and investment here, 

for cheering us on over all these years, 
we thank you!  

Chris & Julene

We were 
thankful to
get some 
time away
 during the 
Christmas 
break at 

our
favourite 

spot. 


